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ABSTRACT
The Gould Belt Legacy Survey will map star-forming regions within 500 pc, using Hetero-
dyne Array Receiver Programme (HARP), Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Array 2
(SCUBA-2) and Polarimeter 2 (POL-2) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT). This
paper describes HARP observations of the J = 3 → 2 transitions of 13CO and C18O towards
Orion A. The 15 arcsec resolution observations cover 5 pc of the Orion filament, including
OMC 1 (including BN–KL and Orion bar), OMC 2/3 and OMC 4, and allow a comparative
study of the molecular gas properties throughout the star-forming cloud. The filament shows
a velocity gradient of ∼1 km s−1 pc−1 between OMC 1, 2 and 3, and high-velocity emission
is detected in both isotopologues. The Orion Nebula and Bar have the largest masses and
linewidths, and dominate the mass and energetics of the high-velocity material. Compact,
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spatially resolved emission from CH3CN, 13CH3OH, SO, HCOOCH3, CH3CHO and
CH3OCHO is detected towards the Orion Hot Core. The cloud is warm, with a median
excitation temperature of ∼24 K; the Orion Bar has the highest excitation temperature gas, at
>80 K. The C18O excitation temperature correlates well with the dust temperature (to within
40 per cent). The C18O emission is optically thin, and the 13CO emission is marginally optically
thick; despite its high mass, OMC 1 shows the lowest opacities. A virial analysis indicates
that Orion A is too massive for thermal or turbulent support, but is consistent with a model
of a filamentary cloud that is threaded by helical magnetic fields. The variation of physical
conditions across the cloud is reflected in the physical characteristics of the dust cores. We find
similar core properties between starless and protostellar cores, but variations in core proper-
ties with position in the filament. The OMC 1 cores have the highest velocity dispersions and
masses, followed by OMC 2/3 and OMC 4. The differing fragmentation of these cores may
explain why OMC 1 has formed clusters of high-mass stars, whereas OMC 4 produces fewer,
predominantly low-mass stars.
Key words: molecular data – stars: formation – ISM: kinematics and dynamics.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
1.1 The Gould Belt Legacy Survey
The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) Gould Belt Legacy
Survey (hereafter GBS; Ward-Thompson et al. 2007) is a coordi-
nated mapping survey of selected nearby star-forming regions in the
Gould Belt using the JCMT. Most star formation within 500 pc of the
Sun occurs in molecular clouds which are part of a larger structure
named the Gould Belt. This is a ring-like collection of molecular
clouds associated with a ring of OB associations, potentially with
a common origin (Gould 1879; see also de Zeeuw et al. 1999;
Po¨ppel 2001). The belt is approximately 700 pc in diameter, and
the Sun is currently situated approximately 100 pc from the centre.
The GBS is mapping large portions of many of the nearby clouds
to high sensitivity at 850 and 450 μm using the Submillimetre
Common-User Bolometer Array 2 (SCUBA-2) camera (Holland
et al. 2006). These data are being used to identify the pre-stellar
and protostellar cloud populations. Somewhat smaller areas in a
subset of Gould Belt clouds have also been mapped using Hetero-
dyne Array Receiver Programme/Auto-Correlation Spectral Imag-
ing System (HARP/ACSIS; Buckle et al. 2009) to observe the emis-
sion in three isotopologues of CO, to study the outflows and the
kinematics of the dense gas. Finally, the SCUBA-2 Polarimeter
(POL-2; Bastien, Jenness & Molnar 2005) will be used to mea-
sure the morphology of the magnetic field in the regions which
have been mapped in both the submillimetre continuum and the CO
isotopologues.
For the initial studies of other clouds in the Gould Belt mapped
using HARP/ACSIS, see Buckle et al. (2010, Orion B); Davis et al.
(2010, Taurus); Graves et al. (2010, Serpens) and White et al. (in
preparation, Ophiuchus).
1.2 Orion A
The northern part of the Orion A giant molecular cloud – OMC 1,
2, 3 and, to the south of the Orion nebula, OMC 4 – has been the
subject of considerable observational scrutiny (see the reviews of
Bally 2008; O’Dell et al. 2008; Peterson & Megeath 2008). This
region is often referred to as the ‘S-shaped’ or ‘integral-shaped’
filament (Bally et al. 1987; Johnstone & Bally 1999). The distance to
the region has been measured, through the trigonometric parallax of
stars within the Orion nebula cluster and through very long baseline
interferometry observations of masers in the Orion Kleinman–Low
(KL) region, to be 414 ± 7 pc (Menten et al. 2007) and 418 ±
6 pc (Kim et al. 2008), respectively. We use a distance of 415 pc
in this work. Fig. 1 shows the combined United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope (UKIRT) WFCAM/Spitzer IRAC image (Davis et al.
2009) of Orion A overlaid with the outline of the region observed
in the GBS. Contours in 13CO integrated emission and labels mark
the regions described in more detail in this and following sections.
OMC 1, the peak in the filament [see, for example, the 350 μm
observations of Lis et al. (1998) or the 450 and 850 μm maps of
Johnstone & Bally (1999)], is centred behind the Trapezium cluster
of hot young stars that illuminate the Orion nebula and photoionize
the surrounding gas. The south-eastern edge of this ionized region
is bounded by the ‘Orion Bar’ photon-dominated region (PDR).
In addition to the massive OB stars that (together with a host of
low-mass stars) constitute the Trapezium cluster, the Orion nebula
also contains bright infrared (IR) sources, often referred to as the
Becklin–Neugebauer (BN) and KL objects. The BN–KL region is
roughly 1 arcmin north-west of the Trapezium cluster and is asso-
ciated with the most intense molecular line emission region in the
whole nebula (e.g. Beuther, Zhang & Greenhill 2005). The BN–KL
region also coincides with the driving source of a powerful molecu-
lar outflow (Kwan & Scoville 1976). The flow is orientated along a
north-west–south-east axis and exhibits a very wide opening angle.
Near-IR images of the flow (in H2 and [Fe II]) reveal a multitude of
bullets or fingers that radiate outwards from the BN–KL region in
almost all directions (see e.g. Allen & Burton 1993). The kinetic
energy of this remarkable flow is of the order of 4 × 1040 J. Proper
motion studies suggest that a single catastrophic event, occurring
roughly 103 yr ago, has led to the outflow and associated molecular
bullets (Allen & Burton 1993; Bally et al. 2011).
OMC 2 and 3, the regions directly to the north of the Orion neb-
ula, contain many young, low-mass stars and associated molecular
outflows and Herbig–Haro objects (Yu, Bally & Devine 1997; Yu
et al. 2000; Stanke, McCaughrean & Zinnecker 2002; Williams,
Plambeck & Heyer 2003; Davis et al. 2009). Indeed, it has been
suggested that the ∼1700 young stars associated with OMC 1, 2
and 3 are part of the same complex, extending ∼3 pc from the Orion
nebula (Peterson & Megeath 2008). Unlike OMC 1, the molecular
gas traced by the structure of 8 μm emission in OMC 2/3 is largely
seen in absorption against diffuse background nebula emission.
Peterson & Megeath (2008) suggest these observations indicate
the OMC 2/3 region contains protostars embedded in molecular
C© 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 422, 521–541
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Figure 1. Combined UKIRT WFCAM/Spitzer IRAC image of Orion A
(Davis et al. 2009), with the area observed by the GBS and described here
shown by the solid rectangular contour. Regions discussed in the text are
labelled. Sparse contours in 13CO emission are used to highlight relevant
regions.
filaments. Chini et al. (1997) present 1300 μm observations of OMC
2/3, revealing 21 compact sources; Davis et al. (2009) present simi-
lar 1200 μm observations, and find that many of these cores harbour
outflow-driving protostars.
OMC 4 is a V-shaped group of molecular cores extending 10–
15 arcmin south of OMC 1 (Johnstone & Bally 2006). The region
is sparsely populated with young stars, though it does act as a
bridge with the southern half of Orion A, the L 1641 molecular
cloud which contains a far more widely distributed population of
low-mass young stellar objects (YSOs) and protostars.
Low-resolution, wide-field CO and 13CO observations of OMC
1/2/3 have been presented by a number of groups (e.g. Kutner
et al. 1977; Maddalena et al. 1986; Bally et al. 1987; White &
Sandell 1995; Wilson et al. 2005). These data roughly trace the dust
filament seen in (sub)millimetre continuum emission, and indicate
a north-to-south local standard of rest velocity shift from ∼12 to
4 km s−1. HCN, CI, CS and C18O observations of OMC 1 have been
presented by White & Padman (1991), Bergin, Snell & Goldsmith
(1996) and Goldsmith Bergin & Lis (1997), while Tatematsu et al.
(2008) present recent N2H+ and HC3N observations. Finally, high-
resolution NH3 maps of OMC 1 and 2 reveal remarkable molecular
filaments radiating northwards from the Orion nebula (Wiseman &
Ho 1998). These filaments have a similar structure to the molecular
bullets observed in the near-IR and, on a larger scale, the radial
filaments seen in SCUBA 850 μm dust emission (Johnstone & Bally
1999), although the locations and scales are different.
1.2.1 Outline
This paper presents a first look at the complete GBS HARP/ACSIS
survey data for the dense filament in Orion A. The filament was
mapped using the J = 3 → 2 transition of 13CO and C18O. Obser-
vations of this region in the 12CO J = 3 → 2 transition, which will be
incorporated into the survey data, are described elsewhere (Graves
et al., in preparation). The 13CO and C18O lines were mapped with
a velocity resolution of 0.05 km s−1 in order to study the kinematic
state of the gas and investigate the support mechanisms of the pre-
stellar cores, and to study the role of turbulence in the formation
of the cores. Section 2 describes the observations and data reduc-
tion, while Section 3 presents an overview of the reduced data sets
including, in Section 3.6, the rich molecular spectrum in the re-
gion surrounding OMC 1. In Section 4, we calculate and discuss
the overall physical characteristics and kinematics of the cloud. In
Section 5, we use C18O emission to investigate the properties of
dense cores detected by SCUBA. Our findings are summarized in
Section 6.
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
The observations presented here comprise 34.2 h of data taken
over several nights from 2009 February to 2010 October us-
ing HARP/ACSIS on the JCMT. The J = 3 →2 transitions for
the isotopologues are at frequencies of 330.540 GHz (13CO) and
329.278 GHz (C18O), which can be observed simultaneously us-
ing HARP/ACSIS. The system temperatures, which are measured
for each detector in every observation, varied from 225 to 689 K
for atmospheric opacities of 0.03–0.071 in the 13CO data, with
median system temperature of 327 K. Two overlapping fields cov-
ering Orion A (see Fig. 1) are analysed: (i) the OMC 2/3 filament,
(8.5 × 23.3) arcmin2 centred on 05h35m25.s0, −05◦10′22′ ′ (J2000)
at PA = 0◦ (east of north) and (ii) the OMC 1/4 filament, (8.4 ×
25) arcmin2, centred on 05h35m06.s0, −05◦32′55′ ′ (J2000) angled at
PA = +16◦.
The same absolute off-position was used for both fields:
05h35m14s, −04◦47′32′ ′. This was verified to be absent of emission
by examining a short 60 s position-switched ‘stare’ observation in
12CO J = 3 →2.
The data were reduced using the STARLINK project ORAC-DR
pipeline software,2 with KAPPA (Currie et al. 2008) routines used
to mask out poorly performing detectors and calculate a self-flat
(see Curtis, Richer & Buckle 2010) for each observation. SMURF
(Jenness et al. 2008) routines were used to make the cube using a
Gaussian gridding technique, with 6 arcsec pixels and an 8 arcsec
full width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian, giving an effective
angular resolution of 17.3 arcsec in the final data cubes. These data
are presented as a ‘first look’ at the data being gathered for the GBS
towards Orion. HARP data acquisition towards the regions in the
Gould Belt survey is complete, and the final data sets and quality-
assessed data products will be released after all the data are reduced
1 Opacity measured from Caltech Submillimeter Observatory tau at
225 GHz.
2 http://starlink.jach.hawaii.edu/starlink
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Table 1. Mean noise levels of GBS Orion A data.a
Source Mean 1σ rms K−1
13CO C18O
Northern filament 0.24 0.28
Southern filament 0.16 0.19
a6 arcsec pixels, 17.3 arcsec beam, 0.1 km s−1 channels.
using the Gould Belt ORAC-DR pipeline, currently in development.
Future papers will describe inter-region comparisons using the final
data sets. Table 1 describes the mean noise achieved in the ‘first
look’ data cubes in Orion A.
Data are presented in units of antenna temperature (T ∗A ; Kutner
& Ulich 1981), which can be converted to main beam temperature
(Tmb) using Tmb = T ∗A/ηmb. For these data, we adopt a value of ηmb
= 0.61 (Buckle et al. 2009). NGC 2071-IR was observed as a cali-
bration source for each observation, with flux calibration accuracy
estimated to be 20 per cent. Pointing was regularly checked using
JCMT standard sources before and after observations, the largest
pointing shift being 4 arcsec, with median offset 2 arcsec.
3 R ESU LTS
Fig. 2 shows the 13CO and C18O total integrated intensity maps
of Orion A, both of which trace the integral-shaped filament.
The data have been scaled to highlight the extent of emission,
and have peak integrated intensities of 666 K km s−1(13CO) and
102 K km s−1(C18O). The 13CO data are integrated over the veloc-
ity range from −35 to 50 km s−1, with OMC 1 containing the most
high-velocity emission. The C18O data are integrated over the ve-
locity range from –15 to 25 km s−1. Fig. 3 shows a position velocity
(PV) diagram tracing the entire Orion A filament from north to south
(the direction of the slice is shown in Fig. 2). There are a number
of features present in these data. Although the PV slice only sam-
ples a narrow spatial slice of the whole filament, a large number
of outflows are seen (labelled in Fig. 3) as emission redshifted and
blueshifted to high velocity with respect to the main filament. There
is a high-velocity cloud marked, which is not contiguous in velocity
with the main filament. There is a general gradient in velocity along
the length of the Orion A filament, with OMC 3 to the north at a ve-
locity of ∼11 km s−1and OMC 4 to the south at around ∼8 km s−1.
This gradient is fairly monotonic, ∼1 km s−1 pc−1, until the OMC
4 region. South of the OMC 4 region, the gradient reverses trend,
and we describe this region in more detail in Section 3.5. There is a
sharp deviation in the trend with a region at declination −5◦31′00′ ′
(in between the OMC 1 and OMC 4 material) at a much higher
velocity than its surroundings.
In the C18O data, the small-scale features to the north (near OMC
2 and OMC 3) are approximately the same brightness as the region
near OMC 1 (note that the Orion A PV slice in Fig. 3 does not pass
Figure 2. Orion A integrated intensity maps, with the colour scale showing integrated values in K km s−1. Left: 13CO, integrated from –35 to 50 km s−1, with
contour levels at 18, 40, 100, 300 K km s−1. The white line shows the direction of the PV slice extracted for Fig. 3. Right: C18O integrated from −10.0 to
25.0 km s−1, with contour levels at 5, 12, 20 K km s−1.
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Figure 3. PV diagrams showing a cut through the entire Orion A filament from north to south with the (a) 13CO and (b) C18O molecular tracers. The PV slice
runs from 5h35m30.s4, −4◦56′55′ ′ to 5h34m55.s1, −5◦46′13′ ′ (J2000), as shown in Fig. 2.
over the peak of OMC 1), whereas the same features in the 13CO
data are significantly fainter than those towards OMC 1, indicating
that there may be significant opacity effects towards OMC 1. The
velocity structure near declination −5◦31′ shows a break in emis-
sion, which suggests that OMC 4 may be physically detached from
OMC 1/2/3. We describe in more detail individual regions of the
data in the following sections.
3.1 OMC 1
The emission is brightest towards OMC 1, where integrated inten-
sities reach >600 K km s−1 in 13CO, and the line profiles of both
isotopologues are extremely broad. The spectra shown in Fig. 4
are taken from a single pixel at 5h35m14.s6, −5◦22′28′ ′ (J2000),
which has the highest C18O integrated intensity of 91 K km s−1, and
where very broad line wings are seen in both isotopologues. In the
near-IR, the molecular hydrogen line profiles associated with the
Orion bullets are particularly broad (Tedds, Brand & Burton 1999),
consistent with the very broad 13CO and C18O profiles we observe
in this region. These bullets are presumably driving shocks, and
entraining even the densest gas in the OMC 1 core. In the spectra
immediately surrounding the OMC 1 core (also known as the Orion
A hot core), we detect several molecular lines, which are described
further in Section 3.6.
Figure 4. 13CO spectrum (solid line) and C18O spectrum (dashed line)
taken from a single position at the peak of the C18O integrated intensity,
5h35m14.s6, −5◦22′28′ ′ (J2000), towards OMC 1.
Both CO isotopologues display a wealth of filaments and arcs at
several velocity intervals throughout the mapped region. Extending
from OMC 1, we see structures similar in direction and length to the
dense fingers first detected by Wiseman & Ho (1998) in NH3. These
filamentary features are most clearly seen in individual channel
maps. Fig. 5 shows the C18O channel maps from 6.9 to 9.0 km s−1,
in 0.5 km s−1 velocity intervals. Radial fingers can be seen to expand
from OMC 1 as the velocity increases from 6 to 10 km s−1. The
fingers are most clearly defined, and have a maximum spatial extent,
at ∼8 km s−1. They are on a larger spatial scale and not aligned
with the high-velocity HH bullets that have been detected in this
region (Tedds et al. 1999; Takami et al. 2002). Squares in Fig. 5
mark the positions of the HH bullets. In the central regions, the
HH bullets extend in generally the same directions as the C18O
fingers. The bullets to the north lie between the fingers of emission
that we see in C18O. A careful comparison of our channel maps
with an H2 image of the region does not indicate an obvious causal
relationship between the two phenomena. The 13CO also shows the
same structure across these velocity channels.
Fig. 6 shows a PV diagram centred on the main outflow source
in OMC 1. This shows that whilst the high-velocity material (less
than 2 km s−1 and greater than 16 km s−1) is spatially coincident,
the lower velocity material at the base of the outflow (4–6 and
13–15 km s−1) is offset by 12 arcsec. The emission from the region
around the outflow source itself shows a strong localized gradient
in velocity as function of position. The CO outflow is marginally
resolved spatially. The extension to the south-east seen in Fig. 6(c)
is consistent with the east–west asymmetry as seen in the interfer-
ometric data CO J = 1–0 of Chernin & Wright (1996).
3.2 Orion bar
The Orion bar, after the OMC 1 core, is the second most prominent
emission feature in both isotopologues. The bar is centred at a ve-
locity of 10 km s−1, with a slight velocity gradient along its length.
There are no outflows, and very little fragmentation is visible along
the bar. Fig. 7(a) shows CO spectra from the northern extent of the
Orion bar, at 5h35m23.s8, −5◦25′16′′. Both spectra show a slight
asymmetry, with emission in the redshifted line wing stronger than
in the blueshifted wing. The spectra from the Orion bar are consid-
erably narrower than is seen towards the central region of OMC 1
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 7(b) shows the 13CO and C18O intensity contours overlaid
on the SCUBA 850 μm map (Nutter & Ward-Thompson 2007).
The bar appears slightly different in the isotopologues of CO and
the submillimetre continuum. When viewed with C18O, the bar
C© 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 422, 521–541
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Figure 5. C18O channel maps of integrated intensity from 6.0 to 9.0 km s−1, in 0.5 km s−1 velocity intervals, showing the fingers radiating from OMC 1.
Velocity intervals are marked on the plots, and squares mark the positions of HH bullets (Takami et al. 2002).
Figure 6. PV diagrams through OMC 1, showing (a) the 13CO and (b) C18O molecular tracers. The vertical black lines highlight the consistent position of the
high-velocity portion of the outflow. The black boxes illustrate the difference in position of the inner parts of the outflow. (c) 13CO emission in the blue (−20
to −5 km s−1) and red (+25 to +45 km s−1) line wings, with contours at 1, 2, 5, 10 K km s−1 (and incrementing by 5 K km s−1). The black line indicates the
location of the PV slice, which runs from 5h35m22.s0, −5◦19′49′ ′ to 5h35m07.s1, −5◦25′07′ ′(J2000).
is narrower and appears to peak slightly further away from OMC
1, to the outside of the H II region. The submillimetre continuum
emission is stronger on the inside of the bar. Johnstone & Bally
(1999) note that the bar is seen at longer wavelengths to break up
into two parallel ridges, with the inner part illuminated by free–free
emission.
3.3 Orion M43 reflection nebula
The M43 reflection nebula can be seen in Fig. 2 as a distinctive
cavity centred at 5h35m33s, −5◦16′00′ ′, with very little emission
across the two isotopologues. The PV diagram (Fig. 8) across the
cavity at a declination of −5◦16′00′ ′ shows the velocity field around
C© 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 422, 521–541
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Figure 7. (a) 13CO spectrum (solid line) and C18O spectrum (red dashed
line) taken from a single position at the northern end of the Orion bar,
5h35m23.s8, −5◦25′16′ ′ (J2000). (b) 13CO (black dashed contours, from
50 K km s−1 in steps of 15 K km s−1) and C18O (white solid contours, from
5 K km s−1 in steps of 3 K km s−1) intensity contours overlaid on the SCUBA
850µm map (Nutter & Ward-Thompson 2007) of the Orion bar.
this region. The western wall of the cavity shows a slight velocity
gradient, following the overall velocity gradient along the Orion A
filament. The eastern wall of the cavity shows a sharp spatial cut-off
across the velocity range. The few isolated cores within the cavity
lie at the same velocity as the adjacent part of the wall and thus
appear to be following the same velocity gradient.
3.4 OMC 2/3
Most of the ongoing star formation in OMC 2/3 is to the west and
north of M43. OMC 2 shows a number of outflows and a faint high-
velocity cloud at 13.5 km s−1(Fig. 3). We do not see a large velocity
gradient across OMC 2. OMC 3 is seen as a narrow filament in the
submillimetre continuum with a number of small-scale structures
(see Figs 9a–c). The emission from 13CO is seen to be from a much
broader region to the north of the 850 μm filament, with a number
of structures extending away from the continuum emission. The
strongest of these can be seen at the position 5h35m23s, −5◦00′05′ ′,
with further clumps and arcs to the east and the south. The C18O
emission (not shown) more closely follows the continuum emission,
but like the 13CO, is only bright in the northern portion of the
continuum filament.
There is much less similarity between both isotopologues and
the continuum data in the southern part of the filament. The con-
tinuum emission shows a concentrated filament, which is absent of
embedded sources, while the integrated intensity maps of 13CO and
C18O show a fairly flat emission structure along the filament, with
no embedded peaks or regions of higher emission.
The OMC 3 region is investigated in more detail in Figs 9(b) and
(c), which shows a PV slice along the southern part of the continuum
filament (location shown as a blue line in Fig. 9a). This shows that
while there is very little material seen in the integrated intensity
map (Fig. 9a), there is a small amount of material present, limited
to the central velocity of the filament. There are no outflows along
this portion of the filament, although they can be seen at either end
of this filament, where the embedded sources are seen in both the
continuum and the isotopologues.
Figure 8. (a) 13CO integrated intensity map of M43, with 850µm continuum data from SCUBA overlaid as contours. The blue line shows the location of the
PV slice. The PV diagrams across the M43 reflection nebula show the (b) 13CO and (c) C18O molecular tracers. The PV slice runs from 5h35m43.s7, −5◦16′01′ ′
to 5h35m19.s6, −5◦16′01′ ′(J2000).
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Figure 9. (a) 13CO integrated intensity map of the OMC 3 region, with 850µm continuum data from SCUBA overlaid as contours. Contour levels are 0.1,
0.5, 1 and 2 Jy beam−1. The blue line shows the location of the PV slice, which runs from south to north. The PV diagrams of the southern portion of OMC
3 show the (b) 13CO and (c) C18O molecular tracers. (d) C18O integrated intensity map of the OMC 4 region, with 850µm continuum data from SCUBA
overlaid as contours. Contour levels are 0.05, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 Jy beam−1. The blue line shows the location of the PV slice, which runs from north to south. The
PV diagrams of OMC 4 show the (e) 13CO and (f) C18O molecular tracers.
3.5 OMC 4
OMC 4 is seen as two separate filaments in the submillimetre con-
tinuum in the shape of a ‘V’, as shown in Fig. 9(d). The C18O
emission from OMC 4 matches the submillimetre continuum fairly
well, though the western filament is brighter than the eastern one.
The dip between the two filaments to the north is not very pro-
nounced, unlike the structure seen in submillimetre continuum. The
velocity difference between the two components of the western
filament increases to the south, in contrast to the spatial distance
between the two submillimetre filaments, which increases to the
north. The 13CO shows less similarity to the overall morphology
of the submillimetre continuum emission, with very little emission
from the eastern filament. PV maps along OMC 4 are shown in
Fig. 9(e) and (f). The whole filament is found at velocities of 6–
10 km s−1, in agreement with the overall velocity gradient of Orion
A. However, the general trend within OMC 4 is opposite to that in
the region as a whole. At its southern end, the filament splits into
two components along the line of sight, separated by ∼2 km s−1.
This is much more pronounced in the C18O than in the 13CO, as
shown in Fig. 10.
There are three identified outflows, although these are not centred
on the brightest sources in the filament, but trace back to some fainter
sources which are seen in the submillimetre continuum.
Figure 10. 13CO spectrum (solid line) and C18O spectrum (dashed line)
taken from a single position in OMC 4, 5h35m00.s8, −5◦38′40′ ′ (J2000).
3.6 Other lines
In addition to the 13CO and C18O lines that are the focus of this
paper, the Orion region contains many rich molecular cores with a
plethora of other astrochemical lines. The most spectacular of these
molecular cores is the OMC 1 core (the Orion A hot core), which
has been the focus of many spectral line surveys. The astrochemistry
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of this has been studied by many authors: 72–91 GHz (Johansson
et al. 1984), 70–115 GHz (Turner 1989), 80–115, 130–178 and
197–281 GHz (Tercero et al. 2010), 138–151 GHz (Lee, Cho & Lee
2001), 150–160 GHz (Ziurys & McGonagle 1993), 215–247 GHz
(Sutton et al. 1985), 216–242 GHz (Blake et al. 1986), 247–263 GHz
(Blake et al. 1987), 257–273 GHz (Greaves & White 1991), 260–
328 GHz (Yoshida & Phillips 2005), 330–360 GHz (Jewell et al.
1989), 325–360 GHz (Schilke et al. 1997), 342–359 GHz (White
et al. 1986), 334–343 GHz (Sutton et al. 1995), 607–725 GHz
(Schilke et al. 2001), 780–903 GHz (Comito et al. 2005), 190–
900 GHz (Serabyn & Weisstein 1995), 44–188 μm by Lerate et al.
(2006), 486–492 and 541–577 GHz by Olofsson et al. (2007) and
Persson et al. (2007), and 42.3–43.6 GHz (Goddi et al. 2009). The
molecular lines dominate the submillimetre continuum emission
towards the peak sources (Serabyn & Weisstein 1995; Johnstone
& Bally 1999). We have examined the two spectral windows ob-
served in this survey (centred on the 13CO and C18O lines) to look
at the spatial distributions of any other lines that are present. The
central-pixel spectra for both receiver tunings are shown in Fig. 11.
The central spectrum is rich in molecular lines towards the OMC 1
core, containing strong lines of 13CO, C18O, CH3CN, 13CH3OH and
SO, as well as weaker lines of CH3CHO, HC3HO, CH3OCHO and
H2C3HCN. In addition we also confirm three previously reported
unidentified lines. Some of these lines show the characteristic broad
emission from the well-known outflow source. Although we cannot
be certain of the identification of all these weak lines due to the
crowded and confused spectrum, the most likely carrier has been
Figure 11. The spectra at the OMC 1 core position. The upper spectrum
shows the complement of lines close to the 13CO line, and the lower spectrum
the lines close to C18O.
Table 2. Lines detected in the 13CO/C18O passband.
Line Transition Frequency (GHz) Lower energy
CH3CHO 64,2–63,3 329.246 28
HC3HO 392,38–390,39 329.269 239
U-329282 329.282 –
U-329298 329.299 –
C18O 3–2 329.331 0
CH3OCHO 267,19–257,18 329.364 0
SO 21–10 329.385 0
13CH3OH 75,2–62,5 329.406 326
13CH3OH 72,6–62,5 330.536 51
CH3CN 189–179 330.558 0
13CO 3–2 330.588 11
U330621 330.621 –
H2C3HCN 4613,33–4712,36 330.636 306
H213CS 102,25–274,24 330.644 86
CH3OCHO 283,25–274,24 330.653 161
CH3CN 188–178 330.665 0
chosen, based on the presence of other transitions of the carrier, and
their upper state energy levels.
The OMC 1 region is known to contain several chemically and
kinematically different gas components, in addition to the rela-
tively cool and quiescent gas of the Orion complex: (a) a broad-
line component in the OMC 1 core, associated with the molecu-
lar outflow/Orion bullets noted earlier, and centred in the vicini-
ties of IRc2 (Genzel & Stutzki 1989), seen at velocities between
2.5 and 7.5 km s−1; (b) the so-called compact ridge, a more qui-
escent, compact region which is distinguished by having high
abundances of complex oxygen-bearing species, such as CH3OH
and CH3OCHO, seen at velocities between 7 and 9 km s−1 and
linewidths ∼10 km s−1; (c) clumps of very dense (106 cm−3),
warm (∼200 K) material known as the hot core, seen at velocities
between 2.5 and 7.5 km s−1.
We list the line detections from the spectra in Table 2, some
of which were strong enough and free of other line contamination
to map, including SO, C2H5OH, CH3OCHO and 13CH3OH. The
spatial distribution of these lines is shown in Fig. 12. All of the lines
detected peak on the OMC 1 core, while none of the other lines in
the two spectral windows was detected towards the Orion bar. The
SO map shows a second peak, Orion-South, ∼1.5 arcmin south of
the OMC 1 core (Kawamura et al. 2002) at 5h35m13.s7, −5◦24′09′ ′
with a peak antenna temperature of ∼0.2 K and integrated intensity
∼1.5 K km s−1.
4 A NA LY S I S O F C L O U D PA R A M E T E R S
CO is the most abundant molecular species after H2, and these
wide-field, high-resolution maps in the CO isotopologues 13CO and
C18O are the best way to study the distribution, kinematics and
physical characteristics of dense, star-forming molecular gas. In
this section, we describe the general properties of Orion A using
the emission characteristics of both isotopologues 13CO and C18O.
In Section 4.1, we describe the large-scale kinematics of Orion A
using the emission characteristics of 13CO. We calculate the phys-
ical properties of the molecular gas in the following sections. The
opacity of the J = 3 →2 transitions can be calculated from the line
ratios, described in Section 4.2. The excitation temperature of the
gas can then be calculated assuming conditions of local thermody-
namic equilibrium (LTE), utilizing the opacity measurements, as
described in Section 4.3. The opacity- and temperature-corrected
mass, kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy of the bulk of
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Figure 12. Maps of (a) 13CO (first contour 50 K km s−1 and contour steps of 50 K km s−1 with peak intensity 607 K km s−1), (b) C18O (first contour 10 K km s−1
and contour steps of 10 K km s−1 with peak intensity 91 K km s−1, (c) SO (contours at 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 40 K km s−1 with peak intensity 73 K km s−1), (d)
CH3CHO (contours at 1, 2, 5 and 10 K km s−1 with peak intensity 27 K km s−1), (e) CH3OCHO (contours at 1, 2, 5 and 10 K km s−1 with peak intensity
13 K km s−1) and (f) 13CH3OH (contours at 1, 2, 5 and 10 K km s−1 with peak intensity 22 K km s−1) around the OMC 1 core and Orion bar regions.
the molecular gas can then be calculated using both isotopologues,
along with the mass and energetics of high-velocity material using
13CO, as described in Section 4.4.
4.1 Cloud kinematics
In Section 3, we described the velocity structure of numerous dense
and/or energetic features detected in the CO J = 3 → 2 isotopo-
logues and associated with well-known Orion A regions. In this
section, we look at the overall kinematics of the whole cloud, which
we can then compare to the physical properties calculated in the
following sections.
There is a clear red–blue velocity gradient running from north
to south along Orion A. Fig. 13(a) shows the intensity-weighted
velocity map in 13CO, with C18O contours marking the highest
column density regions. The northern filament is at velocities 11–
14 km s−1 and the southern filament is at velocities 5–8 km s−1, with
the highest column density region at the lowest velocity. The bulk of
the 13CO emission surrounding OMC 1 is at 9–10 km s−1, but there
are large regions embedded within this, with sizes up to several
arcminutes, that are shifted in velocity to both the red and the blue.
One of these is highlighted by a horizontal line in Fig. 13(a).
Fig. 14 shows an east–west PV slice of the region between OMC
1 and OMC 4 at a declination of −5◦31′ ′, where the velocity field
moves through red–blue–red from east–west. The main filament at
this declination lies at unusually high velocity (∼13 km s−1), whilst
a bright, isolated and relatively compact cloud at the same position
lies at much lower velocity of ∼6 km s−1. This explains the unusual
velocity field seen in Fig. 13. The isolated cloud is dominating the
velocity calculation over a small area.
Fig. 13(b) shows the 13CO intensity-weighted dispersion map.
The central regions around OMC 1 contain gas with the highest
velocity dispersions, if we exclude the region between OMC 1
and OMC 4, where the additional velocity component from the
isolated cloud is confusing the dispersion calculations. The lowest
dispersions are seen along the Orion bar. C18O maximum intensity
contours indicate regions of high column density. To the north and
south, there are indications that the dispersion falls towards the
highest column density regions, although all of the OMC regions
contain protostellar sources.
4.2 Opacity
We can estimate the opacity of the CO isotopologue transitions
based on the line-peak ratios of 13CO/C18O. The intensity ratio is
related to the opacity through
R1318 = T
∗
A (13CO)
T ∗A (C18O)
= 1 − exp(−τ13)
1 − exp(−τ18) . (1)
We measure T ∗A (13CO) and T ∗A (C18O) at the velocity of peak
intensity in the C18O emission, and only include regions where C18O
is detected at levels >5σ . This method makes several assumptions
about emission from the isotopologues (see e.g. Myers, Linke &
Benson 1983; Ladd, Fuller & Deane 1998, for details): that the beam
efficiency, filling factor and excitation temperature are the same for
both isotopologues. As described in Section 2, there are sometimes
multiple velocity components, particularly in the 13CO emission,
whose effect we mitigate using the 13CO values at the velocity of
the C18O peak intensity, since this velocity best traces the underlying
velocity of the cloud probed by emission from the isotopologues. We
use the line peak, rather than the integrated intensity, to minimize
the contribution of multiple velocity components to the ratio. We
assume that the ratios of linewidths to the line-of-sight extent of the
emitting gas are the same for the two isotopologues. Where both
lines are optically thin, the ratio R1318 should tend to the abundance
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Figure 13. (a) 13CO intensity weighted velocity map of Orion A, giving the velocity field in km s−1. The black line marks the region between OMC 1 and
OMC 4, and is the location of the PV slice shown in Fig. 14. (b) 13CO intensity weighted dispersion map of Orion A, giving the velocity dispersion in km s−1.
C18O contours mark the highest column density regions.
Figure 14. PV diagrams of the region between OMC 1 and OMC 4 (along the horizontal line shown in Fig. 13), showing (a) the 13CO and (b) C18O molecular
tracers.
ratio previously determined to be X[13CO/C18O] = 8.4 (Frerking,
Langer & Wilson 1982; Wilson 1999).
The 13CO/C18O intensity ratio map is shown in Fig. 15. In re-
gions of strong emission, the 13CO/C18O intensity ratio is generally
low, ∼2. The ratio rises towards the edge of detected emission,
with a median value of 4.7 ± 0.3 (uncertainties quoted are from
the dispersion of tau values). In Fig. 15, we also show the distri-
bution of intensity ratios for representative central, northern and
southern regions. The regions to the north and south show similar
peaks and distributions in the intensity ratio, with median values of
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Figure 15. Map of 13CO/C18O intensity ratios for regions with C18O detections >5σ . The plots show histograms of intensity ratio values for three different
regions within the map.
3.5 ± 0.3 (north) and 3.4 ± 0.3 (south). The central region, near
OMC 1, peaks at a higher value, with a median value of 6.4 ± 0.2.
The distribution around OMC 1 also extends to higher values, >25.
At the edges of the ratio map, the emission arises in regions nearer
to the cloud edges, and the increased 13CO/C18O ratio is consistent
with selective photodissociation at the edge of the cloud, since self-
shielding of 13CO is more effective than for C18O (Van Dishoeck &
Black 1988; Beuther et al. 2000). In regions of strong C18O emis-
sion, column densities are expected to be relatively high, which can
protect C18O from photodissociation (Zielinsky, Stutzki & Sto¨rzer
2000), leading to reduced 13CO/C18O ratios as we find. The region
around OMC 1 has very strong emission from both isotopologues,
and we measure much higher intensity ratios. This may be indica-
tive of non-thermal excitation conditions in the region surrounding
M43. High 13CO/C18O intensity ratios can also be explained if the
CO emission arises in small clumps in a photodissociation region
(Zielinsky et al. 2000). In this case, self-shielding of 13CO is more
effective than for C18O.
Towards the edges of the northern and southern regions of the
Orion A map, we find ratios between 7 and 10, which are consistent
with the previously measured abundance ratio of ∼8.4, although our
calculations are dependent upon the level at which the C18O data
are thresholded. We use the abundance ratio X[13CO/C18O] = 8.4
to calculate the transition opacities. Median CO transition opacities
are τ¯18 = 0.24 ± 0.17 and τ¯13 = 2.0 ± 1.5. The lower intensity
ratio values in the north and south indicate higher opacities in these
regions, assuming similar abundance ratios. Overall, the bulk of the
C18O emission is optically thin, while the bulk of the 13CO emission
is marginally optically thick.
4.3 Temperature
Assuming LTE, the excitation temperature (Tex) of the gas can be
calculated from the line-peak temperature (Tmax) using the standard
radiative transfer relation in an isothermal slab. Using the opacities
calculated in Section 4.2, and assuming the emission fills the beam
in the line core across the cloud, we have (e.g. Pineda, Caselli &
Goodman 2008)
Tmb(13CO 3 → 2)
=
[
15.87 K
exp(15.87 K/Tex) − 1 − 0.045
]
[1 − exp(−τ13)], (2)
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Table 3. Table of column densities, masses and energetics in Orion A. 1σ uncertainties are given in parentheses.
Isotopologue L σ v,3D N(mol) N(H2) Mass Ekin −Wfil MH MH/Mvir P
(pc) (km s−1) (×1020) cm−2 (×1026 cm−2) (M) (×1040 J) (×1040 J) (M pc−1) (M km s−1)
C18O 5.76(0.01) 2.15(0.06) 1.30(0.06) 7.63(0.36) 2420(114) 1.11(0.05) 0.87(0.08) 420(20) 0.20(0.009)
13CO 5.76(0.01) 2.44(0.06) 18.9(0.05) 13.50(0.28) 4290(89) 2.53(0.05) 2.74(0.11) 745(15) 0.27(0.006)
13CO red 81(1.0) 1.7(0.02) 1180(16)
13CO blue 74(1.0) 1.6(0.02) 1080(16)
Tmb(C18O 3 → 2)
=
[
15.81 K
exp(15.81 K/Tex) − 1 − 0.045
]
[1 − exp(−τ18)]. (3)
Under conditions of LTE, it is assumed that the excitation temper-
ature is constant along the line of sight. Given that our observations
of Orion A have several regions with multiple velocity components,
such as is clearly seen in the PV diagrams of OMC 4 (Fig. 9),
the calculated excitation temperature is that of the dominant C18O
component along the line of sight, since this component will be
the most significant contribution to the physical parameters of the
cloud we are calculating. If the emission arises in clumps smaller
than the telescope beam, then the actual temperatures will be higher
than those derived here, since we assume a filling factor of unity.
In addition, the excitation temperature is likely to underestimate
the kinetic temperature of the gas, particularly across low volume
density regions. In the higher volume density regions along most
of the filament, the gas is heated primarily through collisions with
the dust, and so the gas and dust are more likely to be thermally
coupled.
The median excitation temperature we calculate from the 13CO
data set is 26 ± 4 K. For C18O, we obtain 22 ± 6 K. Along the central
parts of the OMC 1 filament, the excitation temperature increases
to >70 K. The Orion bar also exhibits high excitation temperatures,
>80 K.
Dust temperature measurements (Tdust) have been made from
multiple wavelength observations of the dust towards the BN–KL
region by Dicker et al. (2009), who calculate high temperatures in
this region of Tdust = 42 ± 3 K. We find higher temperatures for
13CO with Tex = 58 ± 4 K, while for C18O Tex = 40 ± 6 K. The
difference in excitation temperatures for the two isotopologues in
these very dense regions may be due to different optical depths and
hence different filling factors. We expect the more optically thin
C18O transition to trace material deeper into the core and be more
closely associated with the dust emission than the higher opacity
13CO transition. In addition, this region is the one for which we find
high 13CO/C18O intensity ratios, and the isotopic abundance we
have assumed may not be correct. The Orion KL region has several
components along the line of sight, with physical conditions ranging
from 40 to 150 K, and densities of 105–107 cm−3 (Plume et al. 2012).
The dust component of the southern half of the filament has been
studied at 850 μm using SCUBA (Johnstone & Bally 1999). The
excitation temperatures we find for the molecular gas at the position
of the 24 dust cores within our observed region agree with a median
Tdust/Tex ratio of 1.3 (13CO, 1.4 for C18O) to those found for the
dust temperatures, with the CO excitation temperatures lower than
the dust temperatures.
4.4 Mass and energetics
The CO J = 3 → 2 isotopologue transitions are excited in warm,
dense gas that is closely associated with active star formation activ-
ity. In this section, we assess the physical properties of the molecular
gas in relation to the sites of active star formation. We calculate the
mass in the large-scale cloud from C18O column densities, assum-
ing LTE conditions prevail. Detailed multitransition observations of
C18O towards Orion KL (Plume et al. 2012) suggest that LTE is a
reasonable assumption in the Orion A region. We use the excitation
temperatures and opacities previously calculated (Sections 4.2 and
4.3). The total gas mass is calculated from total column densities
(Garden et al. 1991; Buckle et al. 2010) so that
Mgas = 1.13 × 10−4 μH2 mH d2 α β
1
X
∑
N (CO) (M), (4)
where the sum is carried out across all pixels with C18O emission
detected at >5σ . αβ is the pixel area (36 arcsec2), d is the
distance in pc and X is the isotopic abundance ratio of the CO
isotopologues relative to H2. We adopt a mean molecular weight
per H2 molecule of μH2 = 2.72 to include helium, and X[13CO] =
1.4 × 10−6 and X[C18O] = 1.7 × 10−7 (Frerking et al. 1982; Wilson
1999). We adopt a distance of 415 pc to Orion A. The results are
shown in Table 3.
We find total H2 column density of 7.63 × 1026 cm−2 (13.5 ×
1026 cm−2) for C18O(13CO). We find a total mass, using C18O emis-
sion, of 2420 M in Orion A, with the filament extending across
5.76 pc. For 13CO, we find a total mass 1.77 times greater. The
difference in masses calculated from the two isotopologues may
be due to differences in structure within the beam. Beuther et al.
(2000) found that 13CO beam filling factors could be double of
those of C18O in the highly clumped Cepheus B cloud, using mul-
tiwavelength CO isotopologue observations. The mass of the dust
contained within the Orion A cores (Di Francesco et al. 2008, The
SCUBA Legacy core catalogue) is much lower, at 1208 M.
Bally et al. (1987) measured 5000 M from 13CO observations,
which extended over a much larger region covering 13 pc. A com-
parison with the results presented here suggests that most of the mass
in the extended filament is concentrated in the active star-forming
region covered by our data. The regions containing the most mass
are the Orion nebula, as also found by Bally et al. (1987), and the
Orion bar. These are also the regions that have the highest excitation
temperatures.
In order to characterize the equilibrium state of the Orion A cloud,
we have used a virial analysis of the filamentary structure within
which the OMC regions are embedded. The gravitational potential
energy, Wgrav, of the cloud can be calculated using a cylindrical
model (Fiege & Pudritz 2000). These authors show that a filamen-
tary cloud model with a helical magnetic field matches observed
density profiles, and apply the virial theorem to these structures.
The resulting virial relations can be used to test the Larson laws in
filamentary cloud models in a similar manner to those of spherical
models, with resulting values of 0.11 ≤ M/Mvir ≤ 0.43.
The total kinetic energy, Ekin, can be calculated by estimating
the three-dimensional velocity dispersion, σ 2v,3D (given in Table 3),
from the one-dimensional velocity dispersion, σ13CO or σC18O. We
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use the average intensity-weighted velocity dispersion, normalized
by the integrated intensity, taken over the regions detected at >5σ
for each isotopologue to calculate this parameter. We also use σ 2v,3D
to calculate the virial mass per unit length for the cylindrical model,
Mvir. We use the following calculations:
Mvir =
2
〈
σ 2v,3D
〉
G
, (5)
Wgrav = −
GM2gas
L
, (6)
Ekin = 12Mgasv
2, (7)
v2 = 〈σ 2v,3D〉 = 3
[〈
σ 2CO
〉 + kT
mH
(
1
μ
− 1
mCO
)]
, (8)
where G is the gravitational constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is
the kinetic temperature of the gas, which we have taken to be equal to
the median excitation temperature of the isotopologues, mCO is the
atomic mass of 13CO, or C18O, and μ = 2.33 is the mean molecular
weight per particle. The median thermal contribution to the velocity
dispersion is 0.2 km s−1 for both isotopologues. L is the length of the
cylinder measured from the total length of detected emission above
the 5σ level along the Orion A filament (given in Table 3). The
LTE column densities, masses, kinetic and gravitational potential
energies of Orion A are listed in Table 3.
The MH/Mvir results calculated using data from both isotopo-
logues are similar to those found for Orion A by Fiege &
Pudritz (2000, MH = 355, MH/Mvir = 0.38) using the data of Bally
et al. (1987). Values of MH/Mvir 
 1 are consistent with a fil-
amentary structure threaded by helical magnetic fields (Fiege &
Pudritz 2000). A previous study on a low-mass star-forming region
(Perseus, Hatchell et al. 2005) using dust continuum data found
MH/Mvir ∼1, and so no requirement for magnetic support.
The critical factor in determining collapse in the filament is the
mass per unit length, MH, with MH crit = 2c2s /G ∼ 37 M pc−1 for
an unmagnetized cloud, where cs ∼ 0.3 km s−1 is the isothermal
sound speed for T ∼ 26 K, as in Orion A. The presence of magnetic
fields can increase the critical value by a factor of 2 (Fiege & Pudritz
2000). In a magnetized cloud, MH crit is the equivalent of Mvir for an
unmagnetized cloud.
Andre´ et al. (2010) found a column density threshold for star
formation of N(H2) = 1022 cm2, initially identified by locating pro-
tostars in column density maps (Onishi et al. 1998), corresponds
to a critical mass per unit length for fragmentation in filaments
of 15 M pc−1 (assuming a temperature of 10 K; Ostriker 1964).
In Orion, the mass per unit length threshold is higher, but is still
exceeded along the filament, with MH/MH crit = 10–20. In a mag-
netized cloud, MH crit can be higher, but even so MH/MH crit  1.
This is reflected in a high level of star formation throughout this
region (Davis et al. 2009). Although not all the cloud cores are in-
volved in star formation at the current time (see Section 5), the high
MH/MH crit ratio along the filament suggests that these regions will
go on to form stars. The total mass of dust cores (Di Francesco et al.
2008, The SCUBA Legacy core catalogue) also suggests that Orion
A is well above the threshold for collapse, with MH = 209 M pc−1.
For the energetics in the redshifted and blueshifted gas, we use
13CO data cubes that are redshifted and blueshifted relative to the
velocity of the optically thin C18O gas. This enables us to more
accurately calculate the energy traced only in the high-velocity
line wings of 13CO across the whole cloud, taking into account
the velocity shift between the northern and southern components.
Using the extent of the redshifted and blueshifted gas, we base
these calculations on a velocity region of 12 km s−1 across the line
wing, specifying the line core to be the central 5 km s−1 across the
C18O line and using ± 14.5 km s−1 as the maximum velocity for
the redshifted and blueshifted gas. The excitation temperature of
emission from gas entrained in the outflows is likely to be higher
than that of the cores, and so we adopt a temperature of 50 K for the
mass calculations (e.g. Hatchell, Fuller & Ladd 1999; Davis et al.
2010).
The redshifted and blueshifted emission of 13CO contain very
similar masses and energetics, with a total of ∼80 M in each
of the red and blue outflow components. Although 13CO does not
trace the highest velocity flows as well as 12CO, we find a total
of 3.3× 1040 J of kinetic energy, with OMC 1 having the most
significant contribution in mass, kinetic energy and momentum.
The large amount of star formation activity results in ∼3 per cent
of the molecular cloud gas mass being swept up and entrained in
the outflows.
5 C 18O PRO P E RT I E S O F T H E S C U BA L E G AC Y
C ATA L O G U E C O R E S
Continuum submillimetre emission is often used to identify star-
forming and potentially star-forming cores within molecular clouds.
In order to understand the physical conditions of these objects, the
velocity information found in spectral line observations is vital.
We have used our observations of the C18O optically thin tracer to
look at the variation in the physical conditions of the cores and to
investigate the size scales on which the Larson relations, derived for
entire molecular clouds and giant molecular clouds (GMCs), break
down.
To identify the dense cores, we use the SCUBA Legacy Catalogue
(SLC; Di Francesco et al. 2008), which is based on a structural anal-
ysis of the SCUBA continuum images. These analysis techniques
are currently more robust when carried out on two-dimensional
imaging data sets, rather than three-dimensional spectral imaging
data sets. The GBS is currently working to develop algorithms that
can be used on spectral imaging data sets, and applied to all of the
regions observed by the survey.
The SLC cores were identified using the CLUMPFIND algorithm
(Williams, Blitz & Stark 1995). Each of the cores is characterized
by Sadavoy et al. (2010a) as starless or protostellar based on Spitzer
IR colours and proximity of IR sources to SLC peak positions.
Outlines of the SLC cores are shown in Fig. 16, overlaid on the in-
tegrated C18O emission. Cores identified by Sadavoy et al. (2010a)
as protostellar are shown as squares, and those identified as star-
less are shown as crosses. Since Sadavoy et al. (2010a) classified
cores according to detections of protostellar-like IR sources, the
reliability of these classifications is dependent on the quantitative
characteristics and detection of IR emission towards each core. In
very crowded regions like OMC 1, IR emission towards a core can
be obscured or contaminated – i.e. from IR emission of nearby
more evolved YSOs, for example, emission from outflow shocks –
altering the IR properties. Thus, the massive OMC 1 cores may con-
tain undetected protostars (see Sadavoy, Di Francesco & Johnstone
2010b, for further discussion on the ambiguous nature of most of
the OMC 1 cores).
The terms clump and core are broadly used for, respectively,
substructures within a cloud and individual condensations that
could form stars (see e.g. Williams, Blitz & McKee 2000, for fur-
ther discussion of structure categorization and nomenclature); the
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Figure 16. Outlines of the SLC cores overlaid on the C18O integrated in-
tensity map. Cores are marked as protostellar (squares) or starless (crosses).
Horizontal lines mark the declination cut we have used to separate OMC
2/3, OMC 1 and OMC 4.
classification of objects is dependent on the resolution of the ob-
servations. Some of the SLC cores, particularly towards the central
OMC 1 region, are massive (∼several × 102 M) and spatially
extensive, and likely to contain within them multiple starless and
protostellar cores. With this caveat, we adopt the classifications of
Sadavoy et al. (2010a) and use the position and size of the contin-
uum cores, as shown in Fig. 16, to extract the C18O parameters used
in the following analysis. We have separated the core populations
into the central, northern and southern regions – OMC 1, OMC 2/3
and OMC 4, respectively; Fig. 16 shows the declination cuts used
to divide the map into these regions.
One method of measuring the physical state of molecular gas is to
examine the variation of turbulent support through the variation of
velocity dispersion. We use the FWHM, v, of the individual C18O
spectrum at the SLC peak to obtain the one-dimensional velocity
dispersion, σCO = v/
√
8 ln(2), after resmoothing the C18O data
with an additional Gaussian beam to match the 22.9 arcsec effective
convolved beam size of the reduced SLC data. The FWHM was
estimated from the number of channels with an intensity greater
than 50 per cent of the peak value for that spectrum. Fig. 17(a)
shows histograms of velocity dispersion for the cores within the
three spatial regions. OMC 1 has the largest and most massive
cores, with larger linewidths towards the position of OMC 1 itself,
with the distribution peaking at σ = 0.66 km s−1. The cores in OMC
2/3 (peak σ = 0.47 km s−1) and OMC 4 (peak σ = 0.47 km s−1)
have smaller linewidths, as is shown generally for these regions
from the intensity-weighted dispersions map in Fig. 13. OMC 1
shows one outlier with a very broad velocity dispersion, which is
the central core containing the BN–KL region.
The average values of σCO for each population are shown in
Table 4. This shows both higher values and higher variation in
the OMC 1 region compared to OMC 2/3 and OMC 4, but little
variation between the starless and protostellar populations.
We can use the excitation temperature to investigate the physical
state of the gas in the SLC cores. This was calculated based on the
peak 13CO emission (equation 2) within each SLC core boundary.
The median and mean excitation temperature for each core classifi-
cation is shown in Table 4, and the distribution of the cores is shown
in Fig. 17(b). The starless and protostellar populations both have
a large distribution of values in their excitation temperatures, and
mean values of 26 and 30 K, respectively. While the starless cores
peak at a lower temperature than the protostellar cores, both popu-
lations cover roughly the same range of temperatures (see Fig. 17b
and Table 4).
The populations of cores based on their position in the filament
give mean excitation temperatures ranging from 20 to 38 K and the
OMC 2/3 and OMC 4 populations have a lower distribution of val-
ues (with standard deviations of 4.7 and 6.3). This suggests that the
dominant effect governing the temperature of the core is its position
in the filament, rather than its classification as starless or protostellar.
Jijina, Myers & Adams (1999) found, using ammonia observations
of dense cores in a range of star-forming regions, that cluster asso-
ciations have much larger linewidths, kinetic temperatures and core
sizes than more isolated environments. In Orion A, OMC 1 has a
larger excitation temperatures and linewidths (Fig. 17c), although
the linewidths are much larger than thermal for all of the regions.
5.1 The masses and fluxes of the SLC cores
Using the continuum and molecular line data, we have two inde-
pendent methods of deriving the mass contained within the spatial
extent of each SLC core. As shown in Fig. 16, the SLC core outlines
and the C18O integrated intensity map appear visually to trace sim-
ilar structures, and so, assuming a constant gas-to-dust ratio across
Orion A, we might expect the masses derived from the SCUBA data
and from the C18O data to be equal. Both of these mass derivations
involve different assumptions and sources of uncertainty, which we
can investigate through variations in the ratio of the two calculated
masses for each core.
For each SLC core, we calculate the C18O total flux within
the boundary of the SLC core and over the velocity range 1.0–
15.0 km s−1, apart from the core containing OMC 1, which used
−20.0 to 31.0 km s−1. These velocity ranges covered the full range
of detected emission. This total flux gives the C18O mass (MC18O)
using equation (4). The SLC 850 μm flux masses (M850) are calcu-
lated as
M850 = S850d
2
κ850Bν (Tdust)
= 1.6 S850 (M), (9)
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Figure 17. (a) Histograms of the one-dimensional velocity dispersion for the SLC cores in OMC 1, OMC 2/3 and OMC 4. (b) Histograms of the 13CO
calculated excitation temperature for the SLC cores by classification as starless, protostellar or both. (c) The relationship between Tex and the C18O velocity
dispersion at the SLC peak. Coloured points are as (a), with square and crosses marking protostellar and starless cores, respectively.
Table 4. The median, mean and the standard deviation of the sample for the
one-dimensional velocity dispersions at the 850µm peak of each core, and
the 13CO calculated gas excitation temperature for each core. The values
are given for the three spatial populations, as well as the protostellar and
starless populations.
σCO (km s−1) Tex (K)
Med. Mean Std. Med. Mean Std.
Protostellar 0.51 0.57 0.239 30.3 29.8 9.22
Starless 0.467 0.52 0.236 23.5 25.7 8.76
OMC 1 0.679 0.775 0.32 37.3 37.6 8.97
OMC 2/3 0.467 0.504 0.154 25.0 27.1 4.71
OMC 4 0.382 0.416 0.124 17.8 19.7 6.3
where S850 is the 850 μm flux (Jy), Tdust is the temperature of the
dust, Bν(T) is the Planck function for temperature T and κ850 is the
dust opacity, here taken to be 0.01 cm2 g−1 (gas+dust) following
Nutter & Ward-Thompson (2007) and Andre´, Ward-Thompson &
Motte (1996). This dust opacity originates in the modelling study
of Stognienko, Henning & Ossenkopf (1995) and is the recom-
mendation of Henning, Michel & Stognienko (1995) for dense gas
nH2 ∼ 105. Recent measurements of the dust opacity in the isolated
dense core B335 give a range of κ850 = (1.18–1.77)+0.36−0.24 cm2 g−1
(per mass of dust; Shirley et al. 2011). If the standard gas-to-dust
ratio of 100:1 by mass is assumed, then the opacity used here lies
at the low end of this range (0.01 × 100 = 1.0). However, the gas-
to-dust emission ratio varies between regions and is particularly
low in Orion, by around a factor of 3 or ∼33:1 (Goldsmith et al.
1997). Whether this is due to a change in grain properties leading to
more effective dust emission or a difference in the ratio of gas and
dust masses, it suggests that an opacity of 0.04–0.06 cm2 g−1 would
be more appropriate in this region and masses from dust emission
(which are proportional to 1/κ850) could be overestimated by up to
a factor of 6. The dust temperature is taken to be equal to the gas
kinetic temperature Tkin, as appropriate for a dense environment, as-
suming that local thermal equilibrium applies, so Tkin = Tex, where
Tex is the 13CO excitation temperature (Section 5).
The mass ratio has a best-fitting power-law relation of
MC18O ∝ M1.38±0.17850 protostellar cores, (10)
MC18O ∝ M1.18±0.11850 starless cores. (11)
Fig. 18(a) plots the MC18O against M850 for each core. Crosses
and boxes denote starless and protostellar cores, respectively, and
the red, blue and green colour coding denotes cores in OMC 1,
OMC 2/3 and OMC 4, respectively.
To examine whether monotonic correlations exist between the
two mass estimates, the Spearman correlation coefficient (Conover
1998) ρ is calculated for each population (starless or protostellar).
We consider |ρ| < 0.5 an extremely weak correlation, 0.5 < |ρ| <
0.75 a medium correlation and 0.75 < |ρ| a strong correlation. We
give the P-value (P) of these results, with P-values less than the
threshold P = 0.05 indicating a statistically significant result.
There is a strong correlation between MC18O and M850, with ρ =
0.89, P < 0.0001 for the protostellar cores and ρ = 0.85, P < 0.0001
for the starless cores. The correlation of the two independent (apart
from the temperature assumption) mass calculations suggests we are
measuring the true mass within the cores. Our calculations suggest
there are systematic variations in our two measurements.
The mean ratio of masses M850/MC18O = 0.6, which may indi-
cate that a warm envelope that surrounds the inner dense core is
contributing significantly to the observed molecular line emission
(Lee et al. 2003). Other effects, such as opacity or depletion, would
increase the M850/MC18O ratio, which we do not see for the majority
of cores.
Only a small number of the massive cores have M850/MC18O > 1.
This could be due to variations of the dust opacity between the low-
mass and the high-mass cores, or due to variations in the gas-to-dust
ratio. The higher mass cores have, in general, a higher M850/MC18O
ratio. Increased gas opacity and depletion of molecular gas could
lead to increased 850 μm masses in proportion to the C18O masses,
although it is not clear why the higher mass cores would be more
significantly affected. The effect of 12CO J = 3 →2 contamination
of the 850 μm fluxes in Orion was examined by Johnstone, Boon-
man & van Dishoeck (2003), who found that the contamination was
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Figure 18. (a) The relationship between M850 and MC18O. The dashed line indicates where equal masses would fall. For all three figures, crosses and boxes
denote starless and protostellar cores, respectively, and the red, blue and green colour coding denotes cores in OMC 1, OMC 2/3 and OMC 4 respectively,
as listed in the key. (b) The correlation between the SCUBA 850µm peak flux and C18O integrated intensity from a single spectrum at the same position (in
K km s−1). (c) Ratio of C18O integrated intensity to SLC 850µm flux at the position of the SLC 850µm peak plotted against the spatial offset between the
C18O and 850µm peak positions. The shaded area indicates the resolution limit of the data set.
less than 10 per cent towards protostellar sources, although con-
siderably higher towards positions in shock fronts within a PDR.
If CO contamination were significantly affecting our results, we
would expect the true core dust mass to be lower, especially to-
wards the highly energetic, massive sources. CO contamination is
therefore not the reason for elevated dust masses in a few of the
massive cores.
There are large uncertainties in the estimates of both masses,
including those from our estimation of the temperature – if the
lower mass cores that are far from OMC 1 have systematically
lower true temperatures than our estimated temperature, their true
masses will be higher. Similarly, if the higher mass cores towards
OMC 1 have a higher true temperature, their calculated masses will
be lower.
Fig. 18(b) shows the relationship between the peak SLC 850 μm
flux (in Jy beam−1) and C18O peak intensity (in K) at the same
position within each core. There is a medium monotonic correlation
between the values ρ = 0.69, P < 0.0001 for the protostellar and
ρ = 0.57, P < 0.0001 for the starless cores. The flux ratio varies
between the OMC regions. The OMC 4 sources are all clustered
towards the lower mass end of the graph. The OMC 2/3 sources
are interspersed with the OMC 4 sources, but there is a population
of OMC 2/3 protostellar cores which appear to have a higher SLC
850 μm peak flux without a significantly higher C18O peak flux.
The C18O and the 850 μm emission do not always peak in the
same place, suggesting that the dust and the C18O emission do
not trace the same physical structures in the inner cores. The poor
correlation between the two measures at the peak may be caused by
the large spatial extent of these cores, which may contain significant
substructure and multiple embedded sources.
We have examined the spatial offset, in arcseconds, between the
peak of the C18O emission and the peak of the SLC 850 μm emission
within each core. This is shown in Fig. 18(c), plotted against the
ratio of C18O integrated intensity at the SLC peak position and SLC
850 μm peak flux. There are cores from the centre of OMC 1 that
show both large separations and ratios near unity, suggesting these
cores have very different C18O and 850 μm distributions. However,
many of the cores in OMC 1 are clustered below the resolution
limit (indicated by the shaded region in Fig. 18c), and we do not
detect these as having an offset C18O peak. There are many cores
with large offsets and small ratios of peak flux, suggesting that C18O
emission may be suppressed at the position of the SLC peak in these
cores.
We have shown that C18O J = 3 →2 and 850 μm emission are
tracing roughly the same structures on large spatial scales in Orion
A. Fig. 18(a) shows this trend in the strong correlation between the
two measurements. On smaller scales, there is substantial variation
between the structures traced. This smaller scale variation is seen
in Figs 18(b) and (c). High-resolution observations of the detailed
physical processes interior to the cores are needed to disentangle
the effects contributing to the variation in the structures traced by
these two measurements.
5.2 The Larson relations
The Larson relations (Larson 1981) were found by examining the
properties of entire molecular clouds. The linewidth–size relation
(σ ∝ Ra) suggests that the turbulent velocity dispersion of a struc-
ture is related via a power law to the size of the structure. Larson
(1981) found a ∼ 0.5. Heyer & Brunt (2004) looked at extending
this to substructures within a cloud through the use of structure
functions, finding that these also followed this relation. The Larson
relations originate in the turbulent properties of molecular clouds
on large scales; at smaller size scales, the relationships break down
due to the increasing dominance of gravity and the transition to
‘coherent’ (subsonic) linewidths (Goodman et al. 1998). By exam-
ining subcloud-scale objects, we can constrain where this transition
occurs.
We have used the one-dimensional velocity dispersion (σCO) and
the effective radius of the SLC core (Reff =
√
area/π) to examine the
linewidth–size relation in Orion A, shown in Fig. 19(a). There is no
good evidence for a correlation between σ and Reff for the starless
cores in Orion A, with ρ = 0.25, P = 0.05. For the protostellar
cores, we calculate a medium monotonic correlation with ρ = 0.62,
P = 0.0002 for the linewidth–size relation. For neither sample is the
correlation strong enough to attempt a power-law fit. This lack of a
clear correlation was also found by Curtis (2008). However, we are
probing a limited range of sizes, with an effective radius between
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Figure 19. (a) Linewidth–size relation. The effective radius of the core plotted against the C18O velocity dispersion at the SLC peak. (b) The relation between
the effective radius of the core and the virial parameter. The dotted line shows R against 1/R. (c) The relation between the virial mass and the SLC 850µm
mass. The dashed line indicates where cores in virial equilibrium would be expected to lie. Cores in free fall would lie on the right-hand side; pressure-confined
cores would lie to the left. For all figures, the key is as Fig. 18(a).
0.02 and 0.2 pc. Combined with the intrinsic scatter in this relation,
this may prevent us detecting any relation here.
The second Larson relation suggests that the clouds are gravita-
tionally bound and roughly in virial equilibrium – we have examined
this by looking at the sizes, virial parameters and virial masses for
the cores. The virial mass of a core is the mass which a core of a
given size and dispersion would have if in virial equilibrium (i.e.
2Ekinetic = Egrav. potential). Assuming a spherical, unmagnetized cloud
and a ρ∝r−2 density distribution, the virial mass, Mvir, and virial
parameter, α, are given by
Mvir = σ
2
3DReff
G
, (12)
α = Reffσ
2
3D
GM850
= Mvir
M850
. (13)
We use the masses based on the SLC 850 μm flux to calculate α,
since C18O could be affected by depletion, particularly towards the
most evolved starless cores. Reff is the radius of the core as before,
and σ3D is the three-dimensional velocity dispersion estimated from
the one-dimensional C18O velocity FWHM (equation 8). Cores in
virial equilibrium, α ≈ 1, and the size–virial parameter relation
(Reff–α) will show no correlation. If α > 1, the core is not gravita-
tionally bound – it could dissipate or be in a pressure-confined state
due to the surrounding gas. If α < 1, the core cannot support itself
against collapse, unless there are processes other than gravitation
and turbulence involved.
We have examined the Reff–α relation in Orion A (Fig. 19b),
which shows a large range in the virial parameter. The dotted line
shows R against 1/R. For the cores with the largest values of α,
the Reff–α relation could be explained by the dependence of R and
1/R. However, the majority of cores, both starless and protostellar,
fall beneath this line. We find a medium strength anticorrelation
between the virial parameter and the core size in the starless cores
with ρ = −0.61, P < 0.0001. We do not detect a correlation for
the protostellar cores, with ρ = −0.27, P = 0.14. As discussed
previously, this may mean this relation ceases to hold for cores
of the sizes 0.02–0.2 pc. The starless and protostellar cores do not
form clearly separated populations – a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
on Reff /α cannot distinguish between the two samples.
Fig. 19(c) shows the relationship between Mvir and M850. We
find a strong correlation between these masses, with ρ = 0.88, P <
0.0001 for the protostellar cores and ρ = 0.73, P < 0.0001 for the
starless cores. Objects following the Larson relations are expected
to exhibit no strong correlation and be roughly centred on the α =
1 line. We find a mean α values of 7.7 ± 12 (protostellar) and 14 ±
20 (starless). This also suggests that our cores are not following the
Larson relation for the virial parameter.
From Figs 19(b) and (c), we can see that the larger cores in both
size and mass appear more gravitationally bound than the smaller,
less massive cores. It appears that the dominant effect in both of
these measured relations is a strong correlation between the size
and the mass. Comparing M850 and Reff , we find ρ = 0.86, P <
0.0001 for protostellar cores and ρ = 0.89, P < 0.0001 for starless
cores, indicating a strong correlation between core mass and size.
There is not a strong correlation between the size and the velocity
dispersion within a clump.
The protostellar cores may belong to a different population than
the starless cores. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on the M850 to Mvir
ratio for protostellar and starless cores gives a low probability of
6.7 × 10−5, suggesting they do come from different distributions.
The starless cores have consistently lower SLC masses compared
with their virial mass – indicating that the starless cores are more
likely to be pressure confined by the cloud, rather than freely falling
clumps.
It should be noted that we are making the assumption that our
temperature estimations for the protostellar and starless cores are
equally accurate. If there is a systematic difference in the true tem-
perature compared with our estimate for either the protostellar or
the starless population, then the differences that we see between the
starless and protostellar SLC and virial masses could be partly due
to differences in temperature. The presence of molecular outflows
towards protostellar cores and the effect of their highly energetic
motions on the dense cores is another factor that could influence the
variation between the cores.
The Larson linewidth–size and size–virial parameter relations
were originally found by showing a correlation between these prop-
erties for GMC and molecular cloud scale structures, and is com-
monly interpreted as being an effect of the supersonic turbulence in
molecular clouds (McKee & Ostriker 2007). We do not see these
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strong correlations and power laws for the Orion cores, suggesting
that the turbulent motions are not the dominant factor determin-
ing these core properties at these size scales (0.02–0.2 pc). We
also found that most of the cores are not gravitationally bound,
suggesting that even the protostellar cores contain a significant
component of unbound gas within them, presumably surrounding
smaller, bound structures. However, we do note a potential bias in
this analysis, since the emission from C18O we associate with a core
may contain, or even be dominated by, ‘intercore’, or ambient, un-
bound gas, rather than the dense gas associated with star formation
in the core. Further investigation will require both high-resolution
IR classifications of protostellar sources in this region and high-
resolution observations of chemical tracers of starless and pre-stellar
cores.
6 SU M M A RY
We have presented 13CO and C18O J = 3 → 2 data taken towards
Orion A by the GBS, covering 5 pc of the filament including the
OMC 1, OMC 2, OMC 3 and OMC 4 regions. In this section, we
summarize the global properties of the Orion A cloud, the varia-
tion in cloud properties between cloud regions and the differences
between cores with and without protostars.
It is well known that high-mass star formation occurs in the OMC
1 region, which contains BN–KL, the Orion nebula cluster and the
Orion bar. The signatures are evident in the 13CO and C18O proper-
ties. OMC 1 contains regions with significantly higher temperatures
than average: towards the BN–KL region Tex ∼ 58 ± 4 K, and to-
wards the Orion bar Tex > 80 K. The highest velocity dispersions
are found towards OMC 1. It is the least optically thick region, with
high 13CO/C18O intensity ratios observed towards regions of strong
emission, consistent with a clumpy PDR structure. The OMC 1 out-
flows show the strongest emission in both isotopologues, suggesting
that the protostars in OMC 1 are the most massive. (The Orion bar
shows no evidence for outflows.)
Organic molecules characteristic of hot core chemistry, another
tracer of high-mass star formation, are also well known towards
OMC 1 core. In the passbands of 13CO/C18O, we detect strong
lines of CH3CN, 13CH3OH and SO, and weaker lines of CH3CHO,
HC3HO, CH3OCHO, H2CH3HCN and H213CS. These molecular
lines are not detected anywhere else in Orion A, including the
Orion bar, except for SO which is detected towards a second source,
Orion-South, 1.5 arcmin south of the OMC 1 core.
The influence of earlier massive star formation on the Orion A
cloud is also clearly seen in the H II region M43. This contains very
little emission from either isotopologue, and the resulting emission
cavity has a sharp spatial cut-off across the velocity range along the
eastern wall, where the H II is expanding into the filament.
The reason behind the abundant, massive star formation in OMC
1 potentially lies in the massive filament that runs the entire length of
the Orion A cloud. We consider the cloud to be a single, connected
entity as a steady velocity gradient ∼1 km s−1 pc−1 runs along the
filament from the northern OMC 3 to OMC 4 (though there is some
evidence of a reversal in the region beyond OMC 4). A virial analysis
based on filamentary cloud structure suggests that Orion A is too
massive for thermal or turbulent support, but could be supported by
magnetic fields. This is despite a high level of thermal support: the
mean excitation temperature is 26 ± 4 K for 13CO and 22 ± 6 K
for C18O. We calculate standard mass to virial mass ratios of 0.20
(0.27) for C18O (13CO). This high ratio is consistent with the high
level of star formation occurring throughout the filament. Using the
corresponding critical value ratios for a magnetized filament leads
to ratios 1, suggesting that a filamentary cloud model threaded by
helical magnetic fields could be a model for Orion A. We measure
a total gas mass of 4290 ± 89 M for 13CO, with 2420 ± 114 M
also detected over the smaller area of C18O emission.
Further considering the energy balance in the cloud, we look at
the energy injected by molecular outflows. We detect a large number
of outflows in 13CO and we also detect high-velocity emission from
C18O towards the most energetic of these. The detection of these
rarer CO isotopologues indicates massive outflows which point to
massive star formation, particularly in OMC 1. A lower limit of ∼3
per cent of the material traced by 13CO is swept up and entrained in
protostellar outflows. The energetic outflow activity traced by 13CO
produces 3.3 × 1040 J of kinetic energy across Orion A, compara-
ble to the gravitational binding energy of the cloud, with similar
amounts, ∼80 M, entrained in both the redshifted and blueshifted
material. As many of the outflows are directed out of the filament,
only a fraction of this energy will be deposited in the cloud, increas-
ing levels of small-scale turbulence.
Subdividing the cloud regions into 0.1 pc scale cores based on
sizes from a submillimetre dust core catalogue, we find there are
more differences between cores in different parts of the cloud than
there are between starless and protostellar cores (as classified on
the basis of Spitzer data). Velocity dispersion and excitation tem-
perature show no strong correlation with star formation but a clear
increase from OMC 4 through OMC 2/3 to OMC 1. OMC 1 cores
have a mean excitation temperature of 37.6 K and a distribution
of velocity dispersions peaking at 0.66 km s−1. The OMC 2/3 and
OMC 4 regions have lower temperature cores, with means of 17.8
and 25.0 K, respectively, and velocity dispersions peaking at lower
values, 0.47 and 0.38 km s−1, respectively. Nonetheless, protostel-
lar cores are, on average, more massive (even using a calculation
based on Tex) and have higher peak fluxes in both C18O and dust
emission. There is a strong correlation between the mass derived
from C18O emission and mass derived from 850 μm dust emission
for all of the cores. The relationship can be fitted with a power law,
with index 1.38 ± 0.17 for protostellar cores and 1.18 ± 0.11 for
starless cores, the difference in the power-law indices being statisti-
cally insignificant. The power-law indices greater than 1 do suggest
that both methods are proportional to the true mass within the cores,
but there is a systematic difference which is larger at lower masses.
The cores do not follow the Larson size–linewidth relation, or
show any other correlation between size and linewidth, which sug-
gests that gravity dominates over turbulence on this size scale. The
excitation temperatures for the high column density cores are simi-
lar [within a factor of 1.3 (1.4) using 13CO (C18O) emission] to those
found using dust continuum observations, indicating that the excita-
tion temperatures are a reasonable representation of the gas kinetic
temperatures and the dust and gas are well mixed, as expected at
densities of 104 H2 cm−3.
Based on the cloud properties above, a possible scenario for star
formation in the Orion filament is that higher turbulent Jeans masses
have led to the most massive and abundant star formation proceeding
in OMC 1, followed by OMC 2/3, which contains the greatest
fraction of protostellar cores and has the next highest excitation
temperature and linewidth, with OMC 4 (which has the lowest
linewidths) forming less massive cores and lower mass stars.
In future work, this data set will be compared with the spectral
line data sets from other regions within the Gould Belt Survey
to provide intercloud comparisons of physical characteristics and
star-forming activity.
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